The Saks Institute for Mental Health Law, Policy, and Ethics presents

SUPPORTED DECISION-MAKING:
GIVING MENTAL HEALTH A VOICE

Join Sacramento Mayor Darrell Steinberg and his daughter, Jordana Steinberg, for a thoughtful conversation about their family’s personal journey with mental illness.

The day-long symposium will feature a dynamic array of panel discussions including:

- Elyn Saks, mental health law expert and MacArthur Genius Award recipient
- Benefits, choices, and opportunities of Supported Decision-Making
- Consumer, professional, medical, legal, and international perspectives

MONDAY, APRIL 24 | 9:00AM → 3:00PM
USC TOWN AND GOWN BALLROOM

RSVP at: http://gould.law/saksrsvp
Questions, contact Christopher Schnieders at (213) 740-5714 or email: saksinstitute@law.usc.edu

CONFERENCE IS COMPLIMENTARY
SPACE IS LIMITED